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The Bush Tax Cuts: Are North Carolinians Better Off?
Over the past six years, President George W. Bush and his allies in Congress have
enacted multiple rounds of major tax cuts, including special tax breaks for capital gains
and dividends, reductions in personal income tax rates, estate tax cuts and an array of
corporate tax loopholes. This issue brief summarizes the effects of the Bush tax cuts on
North Carolinians at different income levels.

There are two key findings: First of all, the tax breaks enacted since 2001 are heavily
skewed towards the very wealthiest few. Second, because the tax cuts are being paid
for with borrowed money, the cost of paying the added national debt more than wipes
out any benefits from the tax cuts for 99 percent of North Carolinians. Only the best-off
one percent of North Carolinians are net winners.

Over the 2001-2010 period, the wealthiest one percent of North Carolinians
will receive 29.2 percent of the Bush tax cuts in the state.
       # Over the 2001-2010 period, the wealthiest one percent of North Carolinians,

who have an average income of $891,900 in 2006, will receive 29.2 percent of
the tax cuts.

       # The total 10-year average tax cut for this wealthiest group is $337,976, an
average of $33,798 per year.

       # In contrast, the poorest 60 percent will get only 21.7 percent of the tax cuts,
with an average annual tax cut over the 10 years of only $422.

Effects of Tax Cuts on North Carolina Families & Individuals in 2001-2010: 
Average Tax Cuts By Income Group

Ave. 2006 Average Bush Tax Cuts
Income group Income 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 10 yrs
North Carolina
Lowest 20% $ 10,300 $ –41 $ –55 $ –59 $ –70 $ –66 $ –67 $ –73 $ –80 $ –88 $ –95 $ –694
Second 20% 22,200 –285 –310 –421 –484 –499 –513 –528 –561 –577 –594 –4,772
Middle 20% 35,900 –409 –487 –747 –789 –760 –752 –765 –804 –824 –847 –7,184
Fourth 20% 57,400 –519 –703 –1,111 –1,145 –991 –972 –975 –1,003 –1,019 –1,023 –9,460
Next 15% 98,900 –685 –1,142 –2,385 –2,543 –2,236 –2,238 –1,610 –1,553 –1,497 –1,392 –17,281
Next 4% 203,300 –900 –2,823 –5,561 –5,966 –4,309 –4,446 –1,723 –1,725 –1,796 –2,276 –31,526
Top 1% 891,900 –2,289 –23,159 –39,397 –45,284 –28,958 –30,307 –31,806 –35,028 –42,444 –59,305 –337,976
ALL $ 56,200 $ –408 $ –813 $ –1,419 $ –1,548 $ –1,243 $ –1,261 $ –1,082 $ –1,127 $ –1,206 $ –1,387 $ –11,493
ADDENDUM:
Poorest 60% $ 22,800 $ –243 $ –284 $ –409 $ –448 $ –442 $ –444 $ –456 $ –482 $ –496 $ –512 $ –4,215
Top 20% $ 159,600 $ –808 $ –2,576 $ –4,874 $ –5,378 $ –3,988 $ –4,087 $ –3,141 $ –3,263 $ –3,606 $ –4,470 $ –36,192
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Effects of Tax Cuts on North Carolina Families and Individuals in 2001-2010: 
Share of Tax Cuts by Income Group

Ave. 2006 % of Total Bush Tax Cuts In North Carolina
Income group Income 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 10 yrs

Lowest 20% $ 10,300 2.0% 1.3% 0.8% 0.9% 1.1% 1.0% 1.3% 1.4% 1.4% 1.3% 1.2%
Second 20% 22,200 13.8% 7.5% 5.8% 6.2% 7.9% 8.0% 9.6% 9.8% 9.4% 8.4% 8.2%
Middle 20% 35,900 18.8% 11.8% 10.4% 10.0% 12.0% 11.8% 13.9% 14.1% 13.5% 12.1% 12.3%
Fourth 20% 57,400 26.3% 17.0% 15.4% 14.6% 15.7% 15.2% 17.8% 17.6% 16.7% 14.6% 16.3%
Next 15% 98,900 24.9% 20.8% 24.8% 24.2% 26.6% 26.2% 22.0% 20.3% 18.3% 14.8% 22.1%
Next 4% 203,300 8.7% 13.7% 15.4% 15.2% 13.7% 14.0% 6.3% 6.1% 5.9% 6.6% 10.7%
Top 1% 891,900 5.5% 28.1% 27.4% 29.0% 23.0% 23.7% 29.0% 30.7% 34.7% 42.2% 29.2%
ALL $ 56,200 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
ADDENDUM:
Poorest 60% $ 22,800 34.6% 20.6% 17.0% 17.1% 21.0% 20.8% 24.9% 25.3% 24.3% 21.8% 21.7%
Top 20% $ 159,600 39.1% 62.6% 67.7% 68.4% 63.3% 63.9% 57.3% 57.1% 59.0% 63.6% 62.0%

For 99 percent of North Carolinians, the Bush tax cuts are much smaller
than the share of the increased national debt they’ll have to pay off. Only
the wealthiest one percent are net winners.
The tax cuts enacted by President Bush and his allies in Congress have been “paid for”
entirely with borrowed money. This means that every dollar of tax cuts received results
in a dollar of debt that must be paid back in the future — with interest. We analyzed
the effects of this added debt on a per-person basis, rather than by family units. That’s
because everyone — adults as well as their children — will eventually have to pay off
the added debt and interest. We also looked only at the tax cuts and added debt that
have been actually taken place so far (i.e., though 2006).

For the wealthiest one percent of state
residents, the tax cuts they’ve received from
2001 through 2006 outweigh their share of
the added debt accumulated over the past
six years by an average of $22,592 per
family member. They have received an
average tax cut of $68,938 per family
member, which exceeds their added debt
burden of $46,346 per person by $22,592. 

But for the other 99 percent of North Carolina residents, their share of the added debt
accumulated from 2001 through 2006 outweighs their tax cuts by an average of $7,292
per person. They have received an average tax break of $2,376 per person over the six-
year period, but their added debt burden averages $9,668 per person.

Net Burden of Bush Fiscal Policies on
the Middle 20% of North Carolinians
2001-06

Average Tax Cut per Person $ –1,932

Average Added Debt per Person   +8,940

Per Person Net Loss  $7,008

Net Loss for Family of Four  $28,030
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Effects of the Bush Tax Cuts and Debt Build-Up on North Carolinians in 2001-06:
Average Per Person Added Debt, Tax Cuts and Net Added Burden by Income Group

Income
Group 

Lowest
20%

Second
20%

Middle
20% 

Fourth
20% 

Next
 15% 

Next
 4% 

Top
 1% 

Average
per-person
added debt
so far

$%7,497 $%8,195 $%8,940 $%9,871 $%11,497 $%15,619 $%46,346

Average
per-person
6-year tax
cut (total)

–237 –1,338 –1,932 –2,310 –4,115 –8,694 –68,938

Net added
per-person
burden (+) or
benefit (–)

$+7,260 $+6,857 $+7,008 $+7,561 $+7,383 $+6,926 $–22,592

No Free Lunch In North Carolina
President Bush has borrowed all the money to finance his tax reductions, and the
interest on that enormous borrowing is building up rapidly. What makes this
borrowing more alarming is that the benefits are skewed so heavily towards the
wealthiest taxpayers. As the above data show, in North Carolina, 99 percent of
taxpayers will get a debt bill that far exceeds any small benefits from these policies.

Technical notes:
Tax cuts by state and income group were calculated by the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy. For more
details, see: “The Bush Tax Cuts Enacted Through 2006, The Latest CTJ Data (June 2006),
http://www.ctj.org/pdf/gwbdata.pdf. Additions to the national debt (including amounts borrowed from the Social
Security Trust Fund) are based on actual figures for fiscal 2002 through 2005 and Congressional Budget Office
estimates for fiscal 2006 and 2007. The added debt was allocated among states and income groups based on
shares of adjusted gross income and population (double-weighted). Of course, no one can say for sure how the
debt will be paid for in the future, whether through huge program cuts or very large, potentially regressive tax
increases. The approach here, which allocates the debt payments two-thirds to spending cuts (per capita) and one-
third to proportional tax increases (by AGI), seems to be a middle ground of the possible outcomes.




